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Make a great first impression.
Manage your “presto area.”
Scents impact cents.
Raise a glass to longer store visits.
Keep it fresh.
Follow the rule of six.
Sampling sells!
Make special orders special.
Use a party planner.
When the wind dies down, row.
Give your displays the AIDA test.
Create signs of success.
Beware of decimal creep.
Showcase signature items.
Support your brand.
Keep your customers rolling in the aisles.
Up and at ’em!
Make the last impression a lasting one.
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Welcome customers with name tags.
The eight-foot rule.
Encourage shopping lists.
Don’t sell what you wouldn’t buy.
Open registers at each end first.
Shopping cart and hand basket basics.
Don’t slip!
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Face upstream.
Hair and food don’t mix.
Take care of business.
Trash the trash.
Keep your restrooms clean.
Don’t be embarrassed by your back room.
Enforce a No-Fly Zone.
Secure your compactor door.
Track the traffic.
Hire Bob, Mitch, and Lisa.
Beat the waiting game.
It’s not over ’til it’s over.
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What’s in your pockets?
Huddle up!
Log your refunds.
Apply Parkinson’s Law.
Do the numbers for meetings.
Hire better.
Provide a fair chance to succeed.
Assess employee attitude.
Put your aces in their places.
Give ’em a life.
Maintain discipline.
Break the break room blues.
Listen to your customers.
Know your enemy.
Work as a clerk.
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INTRODUCTION

This book contains the fifty-two most relevant
rules anyone fortunate enough to be in the supermarket retail business should know. Utilizing these
rules will generate more sales, reduce shrink, and
most importantly, help build the store team of your
dreams.
Developed from “on the floor” experience and
through full access to some of the best retailers in
the world, these rules range from “very basic” all the
way to “never would have thought of that.” The bottom line: they all have been time-tested and proven
effective. I hope they stimulate much thought and
motivate you to grow your business, your people,
and yourself.
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RULE

Make a great first impression.

“THERE’S NO SECOND

chance to make a first

impression.”
Outside your store—your parking lot, lights,
landscaping, and outdoor sales area—is where customers form their very first impression.
Make those areas the best they can be. Keep the
lot clean, the paint fresh, the lights bright, and the
shrubbery mulched. That’s the minimum.
Use your outdoor space to reinforce your strategic
points of difference. If it’s “competitive prices,” install
an impressive marquee with a changeable message
board to convey your positive price image. Walgreens
relies heavily on this effective marketing tool. If your
store focuses on “fresh,” reflect that outside. Complete
your lush landscaping earlier than the competition
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and maintain it better.
Your sale space outside your front door also contributes to the first impression. Restrict the number
of different items for sale to six or less for the greatest
impact. Make a bold statement with big piles or pallets of product and large signs or a banner. And let
customers know how to pay for the products that are
outside the store.
Keep outdoor signage to a minimum, and always
keep it positive. Use friendly phrases like “Thank you
for . . .” and “Please do not . . . .”
Draw customers inside the store by focusing on
the outside first!
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RULE

Manage your “presto area.”
area”? It’s the twenty-foot
arc radiating into your store from the front door—
basically, the first few steps into your store.
Why is it called the “presto area”? You have the
chance to make magic here. Surprise customers,
wow them, make their eyes open wide as they enter
your store.
WHAT’S THE “PRESTO

How do you do this? In the presto area, have one
focal display that supports one of your key strategic
points of difference.
• If “being the freshest” is one of your points
of difference, a huge display of seasonal
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flowers, just-baked doughnuts, or juicy cut
watermelons on ice will enhance your image.

• If “having the greatest variety” is your trademark, a new item showcase in the presto area
will add excitement.
• If your image is based on promotional
excitement, support it with a huge “Buy 3
get 1 free” display in the presto area.

Macey’s in Utah always impresses customers in
the presto area with its promotionally exciting displays. Mountains of competitively priced Halloween
candy or piles of strawberries and all the fixin’s for
scrumptious shortcake instantly grab their customers’
eyes and imaginations.
Be a supermarket magician! Take advantage of
your presto area.
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Scents impact cents.
THE POWER OF the pleasant scent of food is clearly
demonstrated in a movie theater. The aroma of freshpopped popcorn overwhelms our common sense, and
we spend twenty dollars or more on fifty cents worth
of popcorn and a couple of soft drinks.
This works in the supermarket, too. Enhance the
shopping experience in your store with the fabulous
scents of food. A meat smoker positioned outside the
front door introduces a delicious barbeque aroma.
The smell of freshly brewed coffee stimulates the
desire to buy a box of K-Cups. No one can resist the
smell of just-baked bread—yum!
Shop Rite in South Africa puts its cooking station right at the entrance of the store so customers
can sample the great food that they smell as soon as
they walk in.
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A recent study showed that the scent of oranges increased customers’ spend by twenty percent.
Wonderful aromas can make customers succumb
to unanticipated purchases. Use scents generated in
your store to encourage customers to buy.
And take a cue from the movie theater. Put a
popcorn machine by register 1 or the customer service desk, and offer customers a cup of popcorn as
they enter or check out. You’ll give them a great first
or last impression.
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RULE

Raise a glass to longer store visits.
see in many hotel lobbies today? A
large, attractive urn of ice-cold water with floating
slices of lemons, limes, or oranges. Offering a cool
drink makes their guests feel welcome and refreshed.
It’s the same thing you do when a guest comes to
your home.
Try this same idea in your store to welcome customers. Informal research has shown that offering
customers a beverage early in their shopping experience encourages them to stay longer. What’s great
WHAT DO WE
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about that? For every extra minute a customer stays
in your store, she spends approximately two dollars
more.
The Fresh Street Market in Vancouver leads off
their store with the produce department. In the center of the department is a colorfully garnished urn
full of water, ice, and fruit slices. It’s an inexpensive
way to convey freshness and friendliness, and maximize sales.
A toast to longer store visits!
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Keep it fresh.
FRESH FOOD CASES can be a major attraction in
your store. Or they can be a major turn-off. It all
depends on how you take care of them.
In the seafood department: the old ice must be
completely removed everyday and replaced with fresh
ice. If not, the case will give off that “fishy smell.”
There’s no avoiding this chore.
Now, let’s talk about garnish. Nothing works better to grab the customer’s eye in a seafood or deli
case than creative and fresh garnish. Your employees
don’t need to have an art degree to learn to garnish
well. There are plenty of three- and four-step “how
to garnish” instructional videos available online. Use
distressed produce that has removable blemishes.
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Get rid of the plastic vines and grapes, please. You’re
promoting “fresh” in these cases!
And one more must-do in your deli case: no utensils. For years, the rule has been to place all spoons,
ladles, and tongs in the same corner of the bowl and
in the same direction. It’s pleasing to the eye and
minimizes clutter. But it is far less sanitary than
using a fresh spoon each time. In the Whole Foods in
Virginia Beach, Virginia, there are no utensils in the
case. Instead, they are stored, sanitized, and air-dried
in a container behind the deli case. Each transaction
gets a clean utensil. No cross-contamination from a
handle on a utensil accidentally touching some product in an adjacent bowl.
Fresh ice, fresh garnish, fresh utensils. Keep it
fresh!
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